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SSR28AL025-Approved
Amount: $200.00

The Indian Student Association requested $200.00 to cover the cost of Diwali. The total cost of the event
was $4,190.00. ISA has sought out funds from departments ranging from Global Union to the Graduate
Life Office and $200.00 is the remaining cost of the event.
Additional Funding
Organization: Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers

SSR28AL026-Approved
Amount: $300.00

The Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers requested $3,000.00 to cover the cost of 12 members to
attend a national conference. Academic departments have covered some of the costs for registration fees
and hotel expenses. The organization’s club funds can cover the cost of attendance but the Allocations
Committee believes that $300 should be funded, allowing the club to continue to host their planned events
for the rest of the year.

Funding Appeal
Organization: University Productions

SSR28AL024-Approved
Amount: $0.00

University Productions was appealing their funding for this year. The Allocations Committee realizes the
extent that UP does for the school, but collectively decided that increasing the budget was not necessary
at the current time. We recognize that there was a cut in the budget from the past year, but we believe the
organization should look into the future instead of focusing on the past.
**This bill was originally tabled
Funding Appeal
Organization: University Productions

SSR28AL027-Retracted
Amount: $6,500.00

University Productions was appealing their funding for this year. The Allocations Committee had a very
productive and intellectual discussion, and we believe that University Productions should be granted their
funding appeal to further pursue great events on campus. The primary goal of the Allocations Committee
is to fund clubs that provide this campus with a diverse range of events, and taking into account
administrative thoughts and fiscal responsibility, the committee votes to amend their original bill and
approve the budget appeal.

